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是重庆最繁华的商业圈, 是购物,美食和逛街的好去处。
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是重庆最繁华的商业圈, 是购物,美食和逛街的好去处。

 KUALA LUMPUR - CHONGQING  

Assemble at KLIA take flight to Chongqing. 

CHONGQING - MOUNT JINFO

(4*East Garden Hotel or sml)

D5

D6

(4* Tianxing Liangjiang Holiday Hotel or sml)

CHONGQING / Mount Jinfo (cable car + eco car) / Jinfo Temple / Beetles  
Chaoyang /Clift Road (if close during winter, will arrange to ski) /Tianxing   
Town / Tianxing Hot Spring

Mount Jinfo  - Is the world’s natural heritage, also a shooting 

Jinfo Temple  - The temple has a long history, you can pray 
and enjoy the vegetarian meal in the temple.

Tianxing Town - The town has been restored to keep the strong
 traditional architectural left of the West Sichuan residence. It is 
 have been brought back in time and as you stroll down the  
streets it will be hard not to notice inquisitive of these houses.

 MOUNT JINFO - WULONG 
(4*Yuzhu Garden Hotel or sml)

MOUNT JINFO / Karst World Natural Heritage Exhibition Centre 
WULONG / Three Natural Bridges (eco car)

Karst World Natural Heritage Exhibition Centre - 
Is one of the 

Third Bridge is Tianlong Bridge, Three Natural Bridges -

 of terrain and ecologicaldiversity of Mount Jinfo. Featured in 
the movie  “Curse of the Golden Flower” and “Transformer: 
 Age of Extinction“. Also recognise as part of UNESCO World 

 

WULONG - PENGSHUI

(4*Ayihe Renyi Hotel or sml)

(4*Ayihe Renyi Hotel or sml)
WULONG / Fairy Mountain - PENGSHUI / Ayi River (include outdoor lift)   
/ Qinglong Valley

Fairy Mountain  - Reputed as “Eastern Switzerland”, Fairy 
 Mountain is a gorgeous attraction for its unique highland scenery.
Ayi River  - Experience as the Miao Clan sings on the bamboo 
 rafting and admire against the dense walls of the canyon and 
crystalline water.
Qinglong Valley - Is a legendary valley which winds its way and 

 looks like a huge black dragon.

PENGSHUI - CHONGQING 
(4* East Garden Hotel or sml)

PENGSHUI / Chiyou Jiuli City – CHONGQING /

Chiyou Jiuli City  - Is China’s largest traditional Miao-style 
architectural complex. It is a combination of Pengshui natural
 scenery and the cultural history of Miao people.
Liangjiang - Chongqing is a famous mountain city, surrounded 
by mountains and rivers. Take a sightseeing cruise to enjoy the  
colourful night.

CHONGQING - KUALA LUMPUR

CHONGQING / Ciqikou Town / People’s Square / People’s Hall / Three  
Gorges Museum / Jiefangbei CBD / Hongya Cave Diaojiaolou (Yangtze 

 River Cableway)

Ciqikou Town - Is a historical and cultural street, the epitome 
 and symbol of the ancient city of Chongqing, was praised as 

Three Gorges Museum - It is located near the Chongqing 
People's Hall, is one of the largest museum of the country.
Jiefangbei CBD - Is the most prosperous business circle, is a 
good place for shopping.
Hongya Cave Diaojiaolou - Is a large-scale stilt house complex 

Hope you enjoy the trip with WWW BEST HOLIDAY!!!

*Enter the world natural heritage <Three Natural Bridges>, feel the amazing of nature

(4*East Garden Hotel or sml)

(4* Tianxing Liangjiang Holiday Hotel or sml)

location for the film ‘Beijing Meets Seattle 2’.

Cliff Road - 3.5 km long plank road "hanging" on the cliff, is 
the most magnificent landscape of Jinfo Mountain.

(4*Yuzhu Garden Hotel or sml)

four largest karst terracesin China, the exhibition centre is set
 up to show. The variety of terrain and ecological diversity of 

 Dragon Bridge and the Black Dragon Bridge as one. All kinds

Heritage site.

Jinfo Mountain.

KUALA LUMPUR

(4*Ayihe Renyi Hotel or sml)

(4* East Garden Hotel or sml)

 Liangjiang (cruise ship)

"small Chongqing".

built according to Bayu culture along a sharp cliff at the bank 
of Jialing River.

Highlight
   Visit beautiful natural scenery <Mount Jinfo>
   Enter the world natural heritage 
    <Three Natural Bridges>
   Ride a tram explore "Fairy Mountain"
   Visit <Ayi River>, the leading scenery of
    "12 New Scenic Spots of Bayu Area"
   Special arrangements for “Tianxing Hotel” 
   hot springs 

阿依河

洪崖洞洪崖洞

蚩尤九黎蚩尤九黎

青龙谷青龙谷

磁器口古镇磁器口古镇
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Night assemble at ChongQing JiangBei Airport Night assemble at ChongQing JiangBei Airport 

D7D7
HOME SWEET HOMEHOME SWEET HOME

Compulsory Tour: Sightseeing cruise at Liangjiang + Yangtze River Cableway + Bamboo rafting at Ayi River RMB360/pax

Tour Code:CCQATour Code:CCQA

（MOB）

（B/L/D）

（B/L/D）

（B/L/D）

（B/L/D）

（B/L/D）
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Highlight

阿依河
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